List of Attorneys in the Chennai Consular District (South India)

U.S. Consulate General, Chennai
220, Anna Salai, Chennai -600 006
Ph: 044-2857 4000
Email ID: chennaics@state.gov

The Chennai Consular district comprises the states of Karnataka, Kerala and Tamil Nadu, the Union Territories of Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Pondicherry, and the Lakshadweep Islands.

DISCLAIMER:

The U.S. Consulate General in Chennai, India, assumes no responsibility or liability for the professional ability or reputation of, or the quality of services provided by, the following persons or firms. Inclusion on this list is in no way an endorsement by the Department of State or the U.S. Consulate General. The information in the list on professional credentials, areas of expertise and language ability are provided directly by the lawyers; the Consulate General is not in a position to vouch for such information. You may receive additional information about the individuals on the list by contacting the local bar associations.

For a brief overview of the Indian legal system and invaluable related information, consult the India legal information available at travel.state.gov:

http://travel.state.gov

Information on the Bar Council of India is located at:

http://www.barcouncilofindia.org/

You may also search for lawyers within any geographical area by accessing either of the following websites:

http://www.lawyers.com/

http://www.martindale.com/
KARNATAKA

1. **Dua Associates – Advocates & Solicitors**

   **Address:** No. 130/1, 2nd Floor, Ulsoor Road, Bengaluru - 560 042  
   **Telephone:** (080) 2558-8799; (080) 2558-9909  
   **Residence:** (080) 4207-0062  
   **Fax:** (080) 2558-8801  
   **E-mail:** murali@duaassociates.com  
   **Web Site:** www.duaassociates.com

   **Partners:** Dua Associates has a team of ten partners in the Bengaluru office.


   **Languages:** Fluent in English, Hindi, Tamil, Kannada, Telugu and Malayalam.

   Dua Associates is a prominent national law firm with full-fledged offices across eight metropolitan cities in India, namely New Delhi, Bengaluru, Chennai, Mumbai, Hyderabad, Gurgaon, Pune and Chandigarh. For more than three decades, the firm has significant experience in providing a broad range of legal services to domestic and international clients. The expertise and depth of knowledge of the Firm’s 200 + professionals, led by one of India’s most significant nucleus of experienced partners and counsel, enables it to consistently provide comprehensive legal advice and strategy.

   The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

   The firm handles cases outside of the city. The firm represent several leading US law firms as also multinational US Companies such as General Electric, General Motors Corporation, Dell, Dow Chemical Company, McDonald’s etc.

2. **Fox Mandal – Solicitors & Advocates**

   **Address:** FM House, 6/12 Primrose Road, Bengaluru - 560 025  
   **Telephone:** (080) 2559-5911, (080) 3055- 4100  
   **Fax:** (080) 2559-5844
Email: bangalore@foxmandal.com
Web Site: www.foxmandal.com


Languages: Fluent in English.

The firm handles cases outside of the city. The firm represent US law firms or companies.

3. N.S. Sanjay Gowda

Address: No 12 Second Floor, S.S.B. Mutt Building, Tank Bund Road, Bengaluru - 560 009
Telephone: (080) 2287-0364, (0) 98840-14420
Residence: (080) 2349-0585
Fax: (080) 2287-0364
E-mail: nssanjaygowda@gmail.com

Partners: The firm has four partners


Languages: Fluent in English, Hindi, Tamil, Telugu and Kannada

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm represent US law firms or Companies.

4. King & Partridge

Address: No.48 Lavelle Road, Bengaluru - 560 001
Telephone: (080) 2221-2341, (080) 2221-4532, (0) 98450-39139
Residence:  (080) 2322-7853, (080) 4113-9139
Fax:  (080) 2221-2376
E-mail:  tssuresh@kingandpartridge.in, kingpart@blr.vsnl.net.in
Web page:  www.kingandpartridge.in

Partners:  The firm has five partners


Languages:  Fluent in English, Hindi, Kannada, Tamil and Telugu.

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city. The Firm represent US law firms or Companies.

5. Kochhar & Co.

Address:  201, Prestige Sigma, 3, Vittal Mallya Road, Bengaluru – 560 001
Telephone:  (080) 4030-8000
Fax:  (080) 4112-4998
Email:  stephen.mathias@bgl.kochhar.com
Webpage:  www.kochhar.com

Partners:  The firm has eight partners.


Languages:  Fluent in English, Hindi and Kannada

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.
The firm handles cases outside of the city. The Firm represent US law firms or Companies.

6. **Singhania & Partners**

**Address:** No. 401, Prestige Meridian II, 30 M.G. Road, Bengaluru – 560 001  
**Telephone:** (080) 4113-1900  
**Fax:** (080) 4113-1901  
**Web Site:** www.singhania.in  
**E-mail:** blr@singhania.in, Shilpa@singhania.in

**Areas of practice:** Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial /Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Patents/Trademark/Copyrights, Civil law, Collections, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation law, Corporations, Aeronautical /Maritime, Foreign claims, Estates, Labor Relations.

**Languages:** Fluent in English

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city with in the state of Karnataka and Tamil Nadu.

7. **Thiru & Thiru, Advocates**

**Address:** No. 31, Nandidurg Road, Jayamahal Extension, Bengaluru - 560 046  
**Telephone:** (080) 2343-0204; (080) 2343-0205; (080) 2343-0206  
**Residence:** (080) 4149-1228  
**Fax:** (080) 4090-2045  
**E-mail:** thiru.bc@thiruandthiru.com, info@thiruandthiru.com  
**Website:** www.thiruandthiru.com

**Partners:** The firm has 7 partners

Languages: Fluent in English Hindi and Tamil

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm represents US law firms or Companies.

8. Sundaraswamy & Ramdas

Address: No. 24, Keshava Nivas, Kalidasa Road, Gandhinagar, Bengaluru - 560 009
Telephone: (080) 2226-3838
Residence: (080) 2361-5333
Fax: (080) 2225-1764
E-mail: admin@sundaraswamy.com
Website: www.sundaraswamy.com

Partners: The firm has 4 partners


Languages: Fluent in English, and Hindi.

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city.

9. Subba Rao & Company

Address: No.27, First Main Road, Gandhi Nagar, Bengaluru – 560 009
Telephone: (080) 2228-5379; (094485-14186
E-mail: mnbhatlp@gmail.com

Partners: The firm has a team of 10 Advocates/ Attorneys

Languages: Fluent in English

The firm handles cases outside the city. The firm represents US law firms or companies.

10. Altacit Global

Address: Suite 920, Level 9, Raheja Towers, MG Road, Bengaluru – 560 001
Telephone: (080) 6546-2400
Fax: (080) 4180-0900
E-mail: bangalore@altacit.com
Website: http://www.altacit.com

Partners: The firm has two partners

Areas of practice: Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Civil law, Criminal Law, Damages, Collections, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Corporations, Aeronautical/Maritime, Foreign Claims, Government Relations, Labor Relations, Immigration, Auto/Accidents

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city. The firm represents US law firms or Companies

11. Deshak and Associates

Address: No:45, 46, 1st Floor, Maharaja Shopping Complex, Bangalore Nilgris Rd, Mysore – 570 001.
Telephone: (0821) 2441-123
Mobile: (0) 98452-11266
E-mail: sophiyalawrence@yahoo.com, Deshak@aol.in

Partners: The firm has one partner

Languages: Fluent in English, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada and Hindi

The firm provides the services of a notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city.
KERALA


Address: PO Box No.86, Vellapally Lane, Kottayam - 686 001
Telephone: (0481) 2563-621, (0481) 2563-622
Fax: (0481) 2302697
E-mail: in_law@bsnl.in

The firm has four partners.


Languages: Fluent in English.

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city.

2. Menon & Pai, Advocates

Address: I.S. Press Road, Cochin – 682 018
Telephone: (0484) 2390-780, (0484) 2394-286
Residence: (0) 94470-43070
Fax: (0484) 2395-691
Email: nandakumar@menonpai.in

Partners: The firm has 7 partners.


Languages: Fluent in English.

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.
The firm handles cases outside of the city. The firm represent US law firms or Companies.

3. M&M Law Chambers

Address: A-9D, Chakolas Habitat, Willingdon Enclave, Thevara, Kochi 682 013
Telephone: (080) 2219-3522, (0) 93888-61010, (0) 94465-74697, (0) 94009-59896, (0) 93492-61010
Fax: (080) 2219-3522
Email: murti@vsnl.com
Web page: www.keralawyer.com


Languages: Fluent in English

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city. The firm represent US law firms or Companies.

4. Anil V. Pappachan & A.P. Sathian Associates

Address: AMC 16/431, Sub Jail Road, Ernakulam District, Kerala
Mobile: (91) (90743-33741)
Residence: (91) (0484) (2600-016)
Email: anilpappachanv@gmail.com

Partners: Mr. A.P. Sathian

Name: Mr. Anil V. Pappachan

The firm has over 18 years of practice

**Languages**: Fluent in English, Malayalam, Hindi & Kannada

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter
The firm handles cases outside of the city

5. **Altacit Global**

**Address**: Suite 49, 8th Floor, Centre A, Alapatt Heritage Building, MG Road, Kochi 682 035

**Telephone**: (484) 6506-216

**Fax**: (484) 4148-129

**E-mail**: cochin@altacit.com

**Website**: www.altacit.com

**Partners**: The firm has two partners

**Areas of practice**: Commercial /Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Civil law, Criminal Law, Damages, Collections, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Corporations, Aeronautical/ Maritime, Foreign Claims, Government Relations,

6. **Inspire Management Consultants**

**Address**: GRA 107, Gowreesapattom, Pattom PO., Trivandrum – 695 004

**Telephone**: (0471) 2445-954

**Mobile**: (0) 98460-98113

**Email**: yesodharank@yahoo.com; inspireconsultants1@gmail.com

**Name**: K. Yesodharan

**Areas of practice**: Labor relations/ Labor Laws, Government Relations, Immigration, Family Law/ Adoption/ Child custody, Marriage/ Divorce, Civil Law, Criminal, Contracts, Damages, Patents/ Trade Marks/ Copyrights, Taxes.

**Languages**: Fluent in English.

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city.
7. **VGN Associates**

**Address:** Mosque View, NH Road, Kazhakuttam, Trivandrum – 695 581  
**Mobile:** (0) 95677-62560  
**Email:** vgnlegal@gmail.com

Areas of practice: Commercial /Business Law, Marketing Agreements, Patents/Trademark/Copyrights, Damages, Contracts, Corporations, Labor Relations.

Languages: Fluent in English, and know all Indian languages.

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city.

8. **Bimal & Associates**

**Address** : 304, RB Towers, Vanchiyoor, Trivandrum  
**Telephone** : (91) (0471) (2574-300)  
**Mobile** : (91) (94471-44446)  
**Residence** : (91) (0471) (2530-999)  
**Email** : adv.bimal@yahoo.co.in

**Name** : Mr. Bimal V S


The firm has over 19 years of practice

**Languages** : Fluent in English, and Malayalam

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter  
The firm handles cases outside of the city
TAMIL NADU

1. Fox Mandal & Associates

Address: No.228, Anna Salai, Teynampet, Chennai – 600 006.
Telephone: (044) 2436-1029, (044) 2436-1030, (044) 2436-1031, (0) 98411-66670
Fax: (044) 2436-1092
Email: r.jeevanandham@foxmandal.com; Chennai@foxmandal.com
Web page: www.foxmandal.com

Partners: The firm has three partners


The firm has been in practice across various cities in India for 12 years.

Languages: Fluent in English and Tamil and limited knowledge in Hindi and Spanish Language.

The firm handles cases outside the city. The firm represent US law firms or companies.

2. King & Partridge

Address: 108 Armenian Street, Catholic Centre, 2nd Floor, Chennai – 600 001
Telephone: (044) 2538-9691, (044) 2538-9721, (044) 2538-9811, (044) 2538-9761
Residence: (0) 98404-23575, (0) 98401-70362, (0) 98400-83387, (0) 98403-53591
Fax: (044) 2538-2101, (044) 2536-7436
Email: kp@eth.net; kplaws@eth.net
Web page: www.kingandpartridge.org

Partners: The firm has 5 partners

Areas of practice: Marriage/ Divorce, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements/ Patents/Trademark/Copyrights, Civil law, Damages, Contracts, Transportation law,

**Languages**: Fluent in English, Tamil and Telugu

The firm has its presence in Chennai, Bangalore, Hyderabad and Madurai. The firm is more than hundred years old.

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city. The firm represent US law firms or Companies.

### 3. Kochhar & Co

**Address**: Suite 305, Delta Wing, 3rd Floor, Raheja Towers, 177 Anna Salai, Chennai 600 002

**Telephone**: (044) 4040-5222

**Fax**: (044) 2860-7588

**Email**: savitha@chennai.kochhar.com

**Web page**: [www.kochhar.com](http://www.kochhar.com)

The firm has 47 partners.


**Languages**: Fluent in English.

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside the city. The firm represent US law firms or companies.

### 4. Madhavan & Associates

**Address**: Flat 12, Kshetra, 30 Mahalakshmi Koil Street, Besant Nagar, Chennai 600 090

**Telephone**: (00) 98400-55881

**Email**: kmadhavan.associates@gmail.com
**Partners:** The firm has one partner

**Areas of practice:** Family Law, Marriage / Divorce, Commercial/ Business Law, Civil law, Criminal law, Damages, Contracts, Corporations, Auto/Accidents.

**Languages:** Fluent in English, Tamil and Malayalam.

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city.

5. **Mr. N. L. Rajah**

**Address:** 8, 4th Street, Venkateswara Nagar, Adyar, Chennai – 600 020

**Telephone:** (044) 2446-3496

**Residence:** (044) 2491-0278

**E-mail:** nlrajah.advocate@gmail.com

**Areas of practice:** Family Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial /Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements/ Patents/Trademark/Copyrights, Civil law, Damages, Commercial Law, Contracts, Corporations, Foreign Claims, Estates, Government Relations.

**Languages:** Fluent in English.

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city.

6. **Rank Associates**

**Address:** II, III & IV Floors, Jains Anjana, 25, Bazullah Road, T Nagar, Chennai – 600 017.

**Telephone:** (044) 2815-8195; (044) 2815-8295; (044) 2815-8395

**Residence :** (044) 6748-4048

**Email:** admin@ranklaw.in, Raghuram@ranklaw.in

**Website:** www.ranklaw.in

**Partners:** The firm has two partners.
Areas of practice: Banking/Financial, Civil law, Collections, Contracts, Estates.

Languages: Fluent in English and Tamil

The firm can provide the services of a notary.

7. Singhania & Co.

Address: 1 Rayala Towers, 781-785 Anna Salai, Chennai – 600 002.
Telephone: (044) 2852-1626
Residence: (0) 98409-71212
Fax: (044) 2852-0280
Email: Chennai@singhania.net.in
Web page: www.singhania.com

Partners: The firm has three partners


The firm is an international law firm having presence in India, United Kingdom and United States of America.

Languages: Fluent in English and good in Hindi, Tamil, Kannada and Malayalam.

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city. The firm represent US law firms or companies.

8. Surana & Surana International Attorneys

Address: International Law Centre, Dr. Radhakrishnan Salai, Mylapore, Chennai – 600 004.
Telephone: (044) 2812-0000
Residence: (044) 2912-0010
Fax: (044) 2812-0001  
Email: vs@lawindia.com  
Web Page: www.lawindia.com

Partners: The firm has five partners


Languages: Fluent in English, Hindi, and Tamil.

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city. The firm represent US law firms or companies.

9. K M Vijayan Associates

Address: 91, Poes Garden, Chennai – 600 086  
Telephone: (044) 2498-2829, (0) 94441-70343, (0) 98403-63686, (0) 94444-1112  
Email: kmvijayanassociates@gmail.com; kmvijayan@gmail.com

Partners: The firm has three partners


Languages: Fluent in English.

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city.

10. Devadason and Sagar, Advocates
Areas of Practice: Constitutional law, Trust laws, Labour laws, Mercantile law, Arbitration law, Company law, Laws as Marriages & Divorces, Trade Mark law, Patent law, Intellectual property laws, Environmental law, Drafting & Conveyance deeds documents etc.,

Languages: Fluent in English and Tamil

11. Advocate Walter Solomon and Associates

Address: No.8, Mangali Nagar, Ist Street, Arumbakkam, Chennai 600 106.
TelephoneNumber: (044) 2363 7853
Email: gunamwalter@gmail.com

Areas of Practice: Criminal law.

Languages: Good in English and Tamil

12. Advocate Thomas Jacob and Associates

Address: 4/1, Poonamallee High Road, Koyembedu, Chennai – 600 017.
Telephone: (0) 98840-61321
Residence: (044) 2363-5883
Email: advthomastj@gmail.com

The firm has one partner.

Areas of practice: Family Law, Child custody, Marriage/Divorce, Banking/Financial, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Civil law, Criminal law, Contracts, Estates.

Languages: Fluent in English.

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city. The firm represent US law firms or Companies.
13. Dua Associates

Address: Palani Centre, 32 Venkatanarayana Road, T Nagar, Chennai – 600 017
Telephone: (044) 2431-4305, (044) 2431-4306, (044) 2431-4307
Residence: (0) 98410-06968
Fax: (044) 2431-4308
Email: sivakumar@duaassociates.com.

The firm has two partners in Chennai and about fifty partners in other offices in India.


Languages: Fluent in English, and good in Hindi, Tamil and Telugu.

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city. The firm represent US law firms or Companies.

14. S. Karthikeyan

Address: 51/1, Old No. 23/1, Prems Flats, 3rd Main Road, Kasturbai Nagar, Adyar, Chennai – 600 020
Telephone: (0) 94440-78210, (044) 2491-0924
Residence: (044) 2491-8210
Email: themadraslawfirm@gmail.com.


Languages: Fluent in English, Tamil and Hindi and Kannada

Mr. Karthikeyan provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.
Mr. Karthikeyan handles cases outside of the city (within Tamilnadu only).

15. Ms. Geeta Ramaseshan

Address: 111A, High Court Chambers, Chennai – 600 014
Telephone: (044) 2534-1073
Residence: (044) 2499-1397
Mobile: (0) 98402-77836
Email: geetaramaseshan@gmail.com.

Areas of Practice: Family Law, Criminal Law, Constitutional Law, International Human Rights Law.

Languages: Fluent in English and Tamil

16. Narmadha Sampath & Associates

Address: Old No.88, New No.30, 1st Street, AA Block, Anna Nagar
Chennai – 600 040
Telephone: (044) 2532-0335
Mobile: (0) 98841-11999
Residence: (044) 2647-3094
Fax: (044) 2645-0512
Email: narmadhasampath@gmail.com


Languages: Fluent in English and Tamil

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city.

17. Altacit Global

Address: C2-A, Industrial Estate, Guindy, Chennai – 600 032
Telephone: (044) 2250-1318, (044) 4210-7341
Fax: (044) 4210-4341

Languages: Fluent in English and Tamil

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside the city. The firm represent US law firms or companies.

18. Sanjay Pinto & Nirmal Sanjeevi

Address: 7, 1Ird Floor, Catholic Centre, 64 Armenian Street, Chennai – 600 001.
Telephone: (91) (98400 91547),
Email: legal@sanjaypinto.com, sanjaypinto@hotmail.com

Name: Sanjay Pinto


Mr. Sanjay Pinto has practiced law for 6 1/2 years. Madras High Court, National Consumer Disputes redressal Commission, Delhi.

Languages: Fluent in English

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside the city.

19. K.S. Vamsidhar

Address: Manipaduka, Seshadripuram, Srirangam, Tiruchirappalli – 620 006
Telephone: (0431) 2432-420, (0431) 4340-620
Email: ksvamsidhar@gmail.com

Languages: Fluent in English, Tamil and Hindi.

Mr. Vamsidhar handles cases outside of the city.

20. J. Chandran

Address: 4, Soomar Sait Building, Mount Pleasant Road, Coonoor – 643 102
Telephone: (0423) 2207-659
Residence: (0423) 2232-160
Email: chandranlaw@yahoo.co.in


Languages: Fluent in English, Tamil, Malayalam and Kannada.

Mr. Chandran can provide the services of a certified translator. Mr. Chandran handles cases outside the city within Tamil Nadu.

21. K. T. Rajan

Address: 1 A/20 – East Srirangapalayam Road, Salem 636 007
Telephone: (0427) 2316-225
Email: ktrajan2001@yahoo.com

Areas of practice: Family Law, Parental Child Abductions, Marriage / Divorce, Insurance, Civil law, Damages, Contracts, Commercial Law, Auto/Accidents

Languages: Fluent in English

Mr. Rajan provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.
22. **Shri Aathi Law Associates**

**Address:** Plot No.336, II cross, II main Road, K. K. Nagar, Madurai – 625 020.
**Mobile:** (0) 94435-44443
**Email:** dilip_lawyer@yahoo.com, dilipkumar.lawyer@gmail.com


**Languages:** Fluent in English Hindi and Tamil

The firm can provide the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside the city.

23. **King & Partridge**

**Address:** No.19, Asari Street, Thallakulam, Madurai- 625 002
**Mobile:** (0) 98436-98616
**Web page:** www.kingandpartridge.org

**Areas of practice:** Marriage / Divorce, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Patents/Trademark/Copyrights, Civil law, Criminal law, Damages, Contracts, Transportation law, Corporations, Aeronautical /Maritime, Foreign claims, Estates, Government Relations, Labour Relations, Immigration, Auto/Accidents

**Languages:** Fluent in English, and Tamil

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside of the city. The firm represent US law firms or Companies

24. **Geetha & Rams, Advocates & Solicitors**

**Address:** No. 145 TPS Nagar, Thanjavur – 613 007
**Mobile:** (0) 90471-88671
**Residence:** (4362) 230-684
**E-mail:** info@geetharams.com & kgeethaa@gmail.com
Web Site: www.geetharams.com

Partners: The firm has one partner


Languages: Fluent in English, and Tamil.

The firm provides the services of a notary.

The firm handles cases outside the city.

25. VPS Law Firm

Address: 23/1, Arts College Road, Coimbatore – 641 018
Telephone: (0422) 4394-101
Email: sarathi@vpslawfirm.com
Webpage: www.vpslawfirm.com


Languages: Fluent in English, Tamil and Telugu

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside the city.

26. ALTACIT GLOBAL

Address: No. 1533, Trichy Road, Coimbatore – 641 018.
Telephone: (0422) 6552-921
Fax: (0422) 4391-921
Email: coimbatore@altacit.com
Webpage: www.altacit.com

**Areas of practice**: Commercial/ Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Civil law, Criminal Law, Damages, Collections, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Corporations, Aeronautical/Maritime, Foreign Claims, Government Relations, Immigration, Auto/Accidents.

**Languages**: Fluent in English

The firm provides the services of a certified translator/court reporter/ stenographer or notary.

The firm handles cases outside the city. The firm represent US law firms or companies.